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We are coming close to the end of our series of sermons looking at figures that have gone 
through difficult days in our Hebrew Scriptures. We have not touched on many of the figures 
that faced difficult days in our scriptures, but we have tried to touch on people in a variety of 
circumstances. 
 
Today’s sermon revolves around Abigail or perhaps more accurately, Abigail draws together 
today’s story from a series of unfortunate events between two prideful men. While I would love 
to say that today’s story is a story where there is one side that is acting justly and another side 
being abused, an honest reading of the story shows Abigail stuck between a future king that is 
acting rashly and a rich man who is lost in his own self-importance.  
 
As we begin today, I want to draw attention to the cover on the bulletin and where the focus of 
the picture. The stained glass window on the cover of our bulletin is beautiful stained glass 
when seen from inside. Designed to sit in our building in the same space where Gothic 
architecture would have placed a wheel window, our window is just as beautiful as a rose. The 
light shining through the glass is colorful, bright, and beautiful.  
 
Notice all that and then realize that the focus of the picture is not meant to be on the glass of 
the rose window. From the outside, the glass seems subdued, but consider for a moment 
where the glass would be without the facade. You may be thinking: “The facade? Really? 
That’s meant to be the focus of the picture? It just seems so unassuming.”  
 
Yes, the focus is meant to be on the facade around and between the glass. Even with the color 
filtered to the point that the red brick shows richly in the cover photo, the facade is still and 
unassuming white in the midst of a sea of red bricks and while holding glass that is dull by the 
light of day. Indeed, when the light flows from the inside at night, the white facade retreats into 
silhouette. The facade seems like it always plays second fiddle compared to the bright colors 
around it.  
 



 
 
The facade may seem like little more than an encasing structure to hold the stained glass, but 
let’s be clear: without the support of the facade, all we would be left with is a hole in the wall 
surrounded by shards of shattered glass. The stained glass window depends on the facade for 
structure and without that support, what has become beautiful would be nothing. 
 
I would argue that in the same way that our facade holds everything together in the window, 
our story today would be nothing but tragedy if it were not for the role of a wise woman named 
Abigail. The interaction between a fool and a rash man who will be king would have ended in 
bloodshed and ruin if it were not for the wise actions of Abigail. Abigail’s wisdom and wise 
behavior is the only reason why our story today does not end in tragedy. 
 



Abigail is our figure today because there are times in lives lived with faith where the difference 
between tragedy and serendipity lies not in external forces or cosmic action, but in the wisdom 
of the right person in the right place. There are moments when it seems as if everything is 
headed towards the sewers and the only difference between the path that seems inevitable 
and an unlikely yet better path is the wise action of one or two people. Today’s story is not a 
guarantee that every situation can be changed, but there are moments where a kind word, a 
wise action, or a careful response can lead to blessing. 
 
Let’s look at Abigail’s situation for a moment. Abigail does not enter our story at the beginning 
of our reading. As our reading begins, the future King David is living in the wilderness. David 
has been accepted by the then King Saul as the future King of Israel and the anointed heir to 
his throne. In 1 Samuel 24:20, Saul states, “Now I know that you shall surely be king, and that 
the kingdom of Israel shall be established in your hand.” King Saul had just had his life spared 
by David and left David in peace after receiving David’s word that Saul’s descendants would 
be spared.  
 
As the reading begins, David has grown powerful to the point where he is accepted as the 
rightful heir by the king. In addition, the one voice who can hold David accountable, Samuel 
the prophet and the last judge of Israel, passes on from this life. David cannot be criticized by 
Samuel and is seemingly safe from Saul.  
 
I have said before that there are parts of David’s life that are admirable and parts that are 
suspect. It is good to be brave like David when facing Goliath, but there is very little about 
David’s behavior that I would recommend to anyone today. David hears that a rich man near 
where he is staying is shearing his sheep, which is a traditional time of celebration. David 
sends word to the rich man stating how he has never done anything to harm his flocks or his 
shepherds. He asks for provision in the midst of this time of celebration for both him and his 
600 armed men. The rich man has surely prepared something for the people working for him. 
Wouldn’t it be nice if he handed it over to the nice armed messengers? 
 
There’s a term for what David is doing at this moment in our story. David is asking for 
protection money. He effectively sends word saying that Nabal should be grateful that nobody 
(including David’s warriors) has robbed Nabal’s shepherds. David might as well have said, 
“Things have been going so well for you—it would be a shame if something bad happened.” 
Just about the only thing more disturbing than what David does is Nabal’s response. 
 
Nabal effectively rejects the request while calling David an escaped “servant,” equating David 
and David’s father with escaped slaves. Nabal is wealthy and powerful. He believes that David 
can be insulted and ignored. Stop to think for a moment though: If Nabal is wrong, who will 
stop an angry David? Will Saul risk his neck to face the man that could have killed him for the 
sake of Nabal? Will Samuel come back from the grave to stop David? Nabal’s actions are 
more than merely insulting: Nabal has done something that lives up to his name. Nabal’s name 



means fool and Nabal is acting like one. The scriptures describe him as surly and mean, but 
he is living up to his name. 
 
Abigail is approached by the servant as David is on his way with four hundred angry armed 
warriors. Abigail enters the story as David is on his way in anger, believing that he has been 
wronged deeply by Nabal. David is so angry that he says God should smite him if he allows a 
single male to live in Nabal’s home by the next day.  
 
Abigail enters the story as a woman who is wise, but facing an awful situation: a cruel and 
mean husband on one side and what equates to an offended warlord or gangster on the other. 
Indeed, as David drinks in the effects of rage and pride, we are told in the passage following 
our reading that Nabal is getting extremely drunk at a feast.  
 
What would you do if you were facing an angry mob led by an offended man on one hand and 
a drunkard on the other? Nabal’s servant comes to Abigail to intervene, and to be honest that 
might have been the wisest choice in the whole story. The servant is likely going to die or at 
least be at the mercy of 400 warriors who have been living in the wilderness if nothing 
changes, so the servant speaks to Abigail. 
 
While preparing this sermon, I noticed that there are a number  of questions which might be 
pondered about what Abigail does in our passage. Is Abigail effectively negotiating with a 
criminal? Is Abigail just paying the protection money behind her husband’s back? Is Abigail 
effectively offering herself as a scapegoat for David’s anger? Is Abigail forcing David to either 
be brutal to a defenseless woman or give up on his quest for vengeance? 
 
What Abigail does is difficult to accept as being either wise or intelligent: there are a million 
and one ways that Abigail’s actions could have gone terribly wrong. Abigail is acting both 
incredibly brave and incredibly dangerously. When she faces David, her words are careful. 
She is deferential while speaking wisely.  
 
She asks tough questions. What will David think of his actions when he is finally king? Will he 
look back with pride over treating a foolish man cruelly? How will killing a drunk fool fit in the 
story of the King who will help the people follow God?  
 
When we look forward in David’s life, we see a person with many desires. David desires to 
build a temple to God and works to bring home the Ark of the Covenant. Will David build a 
temple with Nabal’s blood on his hands? David has a troubled relationship with his children, 
but clearly loves his children. Will David care for his family with bloodstained hands that have 
killed civilians? 
 
Thankfully, Abigail’s words persuade David to turn aside from ruin. In his commentary on 1 & 2 
Samuel, Walter Brueggemann points out that this situation is mirrored later in David’s life with 
Bathsheba. When David is faced with the desire and urge to have his way later in life despite 



the ethical quandaries, David’s better judgment fails and he acts cruelly by sleeping with 
Bathsheba and then having Bathsheba’s husband killed in battle. What is the difference? 
Brueggemann writes:1 
 

“Notice the parallel situation and the different resolution with Uriah and Bathsheba in 
2nd Samuel 11-12. In that later narrative there is no Abigail to intervene. David acts by 
what is right in his own eyes (as said in 2 Samuel 11:25) and brings ‘an abiding sword 
into his house’ (as in 2 Samuel 12:10). But not here. Abigail has made the difference.”  
 

Brueggemann is absolutely right. Where David will later lose his way when confronted with the 
temptations that come with power, in this moment Abigail acts to bring about a wiser future 
with far less sorrow and far less regret. David is not the hero of this story: Abigail saves the 
day. Like the facade around a stained glass window, Abigail holds everything together. 
 
Because of her bravery and wisdom, David brings blessing to Abigail and to the servants 
instead of the blade of his warriors. David offers three blessings to Abigail for her wisdom. In 
time, David will offer a fourth after Nabal dies and she is left a widow.  
 
There’s another story following this one and there’s a lot more questions we could ask about 
what follows. happens with Nabal after God strikes him down within two weeks. Apparently, 
Abigail’s actions upset Nabal to the point that “his heart dies within him,” which could be read 
as Nabal suffering from anything from a stroke, to a heart attack, to an unnamed mental health 
crisis.2 
 
Sticking with Abigail’s actions, we really do see how her actions end up bringing something 
good out of a situation full of chaos. Instead of armed violence, the story ends in blessing. 
Instead of cruel retribution, the story ends in peace. As the story ends, there are still some 
terrible things afoot. Abigail is still married to a cruel man who is very drunk when she returns 
home with David’s blessing. The servant will still wake up serving a cruel man regardless of 
whether or not the lady of the house saved the day. The sun does not set on everything being 
perfect: in many ways the sun sets with the house a little poorer, Nabal being a little drunker, 
and Abigail holding a secret that will cause Nabal to have his heart die within him. 
 
Sadly, one thing that Abigail teaches us is that there are times in life when even people in the 
Bible could not have everything they desired. There are situations where bringing the best of 
what a person has to a problem will end with what seems like a minor loss as best. Abigail did 
not know that the future was bright when she woke up to tell a hungover husband (who was 
cruel on the best of days) what she had done while he was getting drunk. There are times 
when we do our best and things still seem less than ideal to say the least. 
 

1 Brueggemann, Walter. “1 & 2 Samuel: Interpretation Bible Commentary Series,” location 3512. 
2 1 Samuel 25:37-38 



While that reality is sad, Abigail also teaches us there can be hope when we bring the best of 
who we are to life’s challenges. We are not guaranteed that doing our best will make 
everything perfect, but Abigail does give us a chance to look at life’s challenges and to 
consider the fact that there may be hope when we can see none.  
 
History is resplendent with stories of individuals who have faced difficult days and managed to 
pull something good out of painful circumstances. Life can seem hopeless and irredeemably 
bad, but that does not mean that life is either hopeless or irredeemable.  
 
I would advise all of us, including myself, to take two things away from Abigail’s story. First, 
things are not hopeless just because life appears to have bought a one-way ticket to 
crazytown. Abigail could have easily despaired when the servant brought news of her 
husband’s foolishness. It can be easy to surrender when everything seems doomed, but 
Abigail did not give up. There are moments when we should surrender to the inevitable, but 
there are also moments when we need to take a page out of Abigail’s book and take the wheel 
of the runaway car of life.  
 
At no point did our story claim that Abigail took charge without fear or without nervousness. 
Abigail might have had a panic attack on the way to meet David or spent the night in an 
exhausted sleep after averting disaster. What’s important is that Abigail did not give up hope. 
Abigail found a reason to continue trying and the world was a better place because Abigail did 
not surrender to hopelessness. Abigail clung to hope even through difficult times and there are 
moments we need to do the same. 
 
Second, Abigail did not forget what she had when facing a difficult situation. Abigail kept her 
wits, worked with her husband’s servants, and brought all the charm she had to her 
challenging circumstances. Abigail could not defend her home with warriors or even through 
fleeing the situation. Abigail could only work with the servants around her and attempt to 
persuade David. 
 
What Abigail and the servants do is rather astonishing when you think about the situation. 401 
angry warriors are on their way to bring violence and vengeance and they are stopped in their 
tracks by an offering of bread and wise words. As Proverbs 15:1 says “A soft answer turns 
away wrath, but a harsh word stirs up anger.” Proverbs 12:18 also says, “Rash words are like 
sword thrusts, but the tongue of the wise brings healing.”  
 
Abigail uses her words and a gracious gift to avert disaster. As stated earlier, the situation was 
not perfect, but by remembering her allies and using her words calmly, Abigail survives the day 
while keeping her family safe. Occasionally, the simple act of remembering what we have and 
using it wisely is a priceless act. 
 
On a side note, I do want to say I find the fact that I am preaching this sermon is a bit ironic. As 
a person, I often stand up front of everyone and get to be that stained glass window that lets 



God’s light shine through me. As a pastor, it should be stated both clearly and often that I am 
not the light. The light I share from this pulpit comes from God. 
 
It should also be stated that without the people that support me, my life would be like that of 
the window in the back of our church without that supporting facade. I am not only supported 
by my family at home, but I am supported by a team of volunteers and staff that help me have 
what I need to be here on Sunday morning. While there are never enough moments to say 
thank you to my wife and children for loving and supporting me, there are seemingly fewer 
moments to share words of gratitude when we are gathered together at a distance over Zoom. 
 
There have been many moments over the years when disaster would have struck if it were not 
for the wisdom of the people around me. The church has always relied on people with Abigail’s 
gifts and I would be remiss if I did not stop at this point to say thank you for using your wisdom 
and dedication to help us our community and to help me. Thank you. 
 
As we move forward with our service, it is to go and face a world where some of us may face 
struggles like Abigail’s struggles. Let us stop to take a moment to pray in gratitude for the gifts 
we carry into the world and for the wisdom we will need as a community today.,,  
 
 


